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3 Claims. 
This inventionrelates to vacuum therapy de 

vices. and to stimulating and massaging imple 
ments adapted for the local application of vacua 
in connection with beauty treatments, reducing 

5 treatments and the like. 
The vacuum therapy devices which have here 

tofore been used have employed exhausting ole-Vv 
vices connected to rigid or semi-rigid cups of 

* metal, glass, porcelain, vulcanized rubber and the 
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like, the cups being of Sllf?ClEl'li', strength and/or 
resiliency not to collapse under the applied 
vacuum. This invention is a radical departure 
from such devices and represents a distinct im. 
provement thereon. 0‘ i 

It is a feature oi‘vacuum therapy devices em 
bodying this invention that they comprise a col 
lapsible element which is in itself wholly unable 
to withstand .an‘appliedvacuum but which may 
be manipulated-to create a vacuum. This col 
lapsible element, for example, maybe in the form 
of a collapsible cup which'collapses under applied 
vacuum but which may be readily manipulated 
for the creation and maintenance therein of vacua 
as desired. The simplicity and utility of this 
feature of this invention as embodied in a col 
lapsible cup, for example, for direct‘ application 
of vacua to the flesh will be apparent. To‘ illus 
trate, the cup may be provided with a ?esh-con 
tacting ring providing air-tight or semi-air tight 
contact with the flesh. Intermediate between 
the ?esh-contacting rim and the bottom or base 
of the cup, the side wall is made collapsible and 
is; in e?ect a collapsible bellows. While the col 
lapsible side wall cannot withstand applied. vacua, 
nevertheless, by positively moving the base of the 
cup from collapsed position to extended position 
while maintaining the ?esh-contacting‘ rim in 
contact with the‘ flesh, a vacuum can thus at once . 
be effecti-velyand readily produced and regulated 
as desired by’ the user. 7 ' 

It is a further featureof this invention that the 
collapsible side wall or'bellows of the collapsible 
cup maybe substantially coneéshaped so that the 
base of the cup may be brought-tun substantially 
?ush with‘ and within the rim-0t the cup whenv 
the cup. is; collapsed. It is also a feature of this 
invention that the- side wall bellows may be 
strengthened, by one or more rims of rigid’ or 

V semi-rigid, material. and that when: the. bellcwsais' 
cont-reshaped such intermediate strengthening. 
ring or rings mayvv be. intermediate‘ in‘ size: between 
thetcontactinglrim and the base. of the‘: cupt so 
that the whole cup, ofbell-‘shapedi vform when 

1 extended, including‘ the intermediate’ strengthen~ 

. preferably 

‘ and. thevacuum may be'increased' (ii-‘diminished , 

(01. 128-300) 
ing ring or rings, may‘ be collapsed upon itself, _ 
bringing the contacting rim, intermediate ring or‘ 
[rings and base substantially?ush- with one other. > ‘ 
In novel collapsible vacuum‘ cups embodying‘ 

this invention, the bellows portion may comprise‘ 5 ' 
alternate ‘web-like ?exible portions which arev 

substantially‘ non-resilient.‘ These 
web-like portions may be alternately connected to‘ 
strengthening- rings. Inv such construction, the 
collapsible cup is afforded extreme'?exib'ility and '10 
is preferably made so as to collapse‘ under‘ its 
own weight. ' ‘ ' ; ' 

Numerous. advantages are afforded in‘ the use 
‘v of collapsible vacuuni'cups, for example, embody-V » 
ing this invention. "By contacting the cup when! 15 
in ‘folded position with the flesh‘and withdrawing 
the base thereof away from the-‘?esh so ‘as to 1 
extend the bellowsportionv ‘of the cup,'a’vacuunr 
can be produced and. maintained asi’longf'ias the - 
base 
While maintaining the base withdrawn, the ‘cup 
may be moved around with appropriate massaging 
movements-to combine the advantages of ma‘s'sag-v , 
ing with the stimulatinge?ects of a vacuum. v 
Moreover, by easy manipulation, the degree vof 
extension of the bellows and the degree diva-‘sum 
maybe varied and regulated as desired. ' " “ I, 

‘It vis thus "seen that a cup comprising a col-9 
lapsible bellows according to ‘this invention er 
fords in’itself e?i'cient and. convenient means io'r‘ ‘301 - 
producing a vacuum; However, stem. cup‘ may‘ 
not'only be used by itself in the application ‘of 
vacuja but also may be used ini'conj'unction- ‘with , 
a supplementary source'of' vacuum such as‘ ‘a ' 
resilient bulb communicating with the interior 
of, the collapsible cup- by suitable opening. In 
suchv ajdevice, the ‘vacuum afforded by the‘ bulb 
may be augmented by‘ manipulation of the‘b'el-é 
lows of the collapsible cupJatjtllewil'l?of the‘ user .40 

as desi'redl - ' I g ,7 

It'i's a ‘further feature and advantage ofl this ' 
inventiorrthat, when the cup ‘is collapsed, the 
?esh-contacting- rim, cupbase, and any?strength- 4 
eningring or rings thereof,‘ due to‘ the iactthat 
‘they. lie, flush with one 'anotherkareall capabzl?' 
of contacting withtheflesh, thus attending-a plu— , 
rality "of pliable fleshecontactin'g- surfacesv , and 
constituting- .a: desirable massaging implement, 
whichxcanv nevertheless be converted‘ into‘ a vac-*1; 
uum-producingdevice: merely by' extending the‘ 
bellows. of. the cup while maintaining; the ?esh 
contacting rim in. contact; with the“ ‘flesh... .More 
ovenlit an added advantage that the cuprb'eing 55-. 

is ‘maintained in withdrawn position/201 
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collapsible, may be compactly folded when not 
in use. ’ 

Further features and advantages of this in 
tion will be apparent in connectionrwith the fol 
lowing description of this invention which, with 
the accompanying drawing, illustrating a pre 
ferred embodiment thereof, wherein 

Figure 1 is a front view of a vacuum therapy 
device embodying this invention and comprising 
a collapsible cup in combination with a resilient 
bulb; 

Fig. 2 is a front sectional view of the collapsi 
ble cup shown in Fig. 1 with the resilient bulb 
and tube connection removed, the cup being in 
extended position; , 7 . 

Fig. 3 is a view similar to that shown in Fig. 2 
with the cup shown in collapsed position; and 

Fig. 4 is a modi?cation of this invention com 
prising a collapsible cup with a solid base or 
handle not adapted for connection with a resilient 
bulb or other source of vacuum. _ v 

In the embodiment of this invention shown in 
Figs. 1 to 3, a ?esh-contacting rim i0 is shown 
which may be of any suitable rigid or semi-rigid 

; material and is preferably constructed‘of vul 
canized, rubber. ; Between th ?esh-contacting 
rim [0 and the base or bottom II of the collapsi 
ble cup a side wall is provided which is collapsi 
ble and which is preferably‘ in the form of a flex 
ible bellows which is indicated generally by ref 
rence character l2. The collapsible bellows l2 
may be constructed in a number of different 
ways within the scope of this invention. In the 
embodiment shown in the drawing, the collapsi 
ble bellows 12 comprises two web-like ?exible 
sheets 13 which are preferably made of thin, 
?exible and substantially non-resilient rubber. 
It is preferable to strengthen the web-like sheets 
as shown in the drawing by one or more strength, 
ening ring or rings [4, although it is apparent 
that the portion of the cup comprising base II, 
the single web l3 and the ring I4 constitutes an 
element of the cup which may be used alone or 
with theaddition of further web and ring ele 
ments. - V . v 

The ring or rings l4 may be of the same shape 
and material as the contact rim> Ill or may be 
of any other similar structure, form or material. 
In the embodiment of this invention shown in 

the drawing, the outside diameter vof the 
strengthening ring 14 is smaller than the inside 
diameter of the flesh-contacting rim Ill. More 
over, the outside diameter of base H is smaller 
than the inside diameter of the strengthening 
ring l4. With this structure, the cup is afforded 
complete collapsibility. Thelappearance of the 
cup when completely collapsed is shown in Fig. 
3, and it is to be noted that the ?esh-contacting 
rim l0, strengthening ring I 4 and base II have 
all been brought substantially flush with one 
another. Where‘the contact rim, intermediate 
ring and base are successively smaller, the bellows 
.will be cone-like in form. 

In the embodiment of this invention shown in 
the drawing, the flesh-contacting rim I0 is made 
with a ‘?at lower ?esh-contacting surface IS. 
The intermediate strengthening ring I4 is also 
provided with a ?at lower surface 23. The cross 
section of the ?esh-contacting rim I I] and ring [4 
is in the form of a quarter circle, the curved por 
tion thereof forming part of the exterior of the 
cup. The ?exible web-like sheet I 3 is attached to 
flesh-contacting rim I0 adjacent the upper por 
tion thereof, and is attached to intermediate ring 
[4 adjacent the lower portion, thereof.. This 

2,000,710 
method of attaching the web-like sheet or sheets 
i3 is preferably employed throughout the bellows 
l2. 
In the embodiment of this invention shown in 

Figs. 1 to 3, an opening leis provided in the base 
H of the collapsible cup. In this modi?cation 
of the invention, the base of the cup is preferably 
provided with a nipple it through which the 
opening l5 passes and to which a resilient bulb 
Il may be attached as by means of rubber tube l8. 
In the embodiment of this invention shown in 

Fig. 4, the structure is substantially the same 
as that shown in Figs. 1 to 3 except that the base 
H of the collapsible cup is not provided with an 
opening therethrough, and with this exception 
the foregoing description relates thereto. 
In the modi?cation shown in Fig. 4, as well as 

in the modification shown in Figs. 1 to 3, the 
base ll of the collapsible cup is preferably made 
of such shape that it may be readily grasped 
by the user of the device. 
The manner of using the above device is ap 

parent. Referring to the modi?cation shown in 
Fig. 4, the device may be used by applying the 
cup to the flesh while in collapsed or semi-col 
lapsed position. While maintaining the flesh 
contacting rim in contact with the flesh, the with 
drawal of the base of the cup will create a vac 
uum which can be increased or diminished by 
extending or collapsing the bellows of the cup. '4 
This may, of course, be done at the will and to 
suit the purpose of the user. The cup may be 
used for massaging in conjunction with the ap 
plication of vacua by moving the cup about. If 
desired, the vacuum can be maintained during 
the massaging movements. It is an advantage 
of the structure shown in this invention, how 
ever, that massaging eifects can also be had when 
thecup is in collapsed position (without vacuum) 
and it is of advantage that, when the cup is col 
lapsed as shown in Fig. 3, the base, ?esh-con 
tacting rim and intermediate strengthening ring 
or rings all fall ?ush with one another and pre 
sent a series of pliable surfaces which made 
sirable massaging agents. The embodiment 
shown in Figs. 1 to 3 may be used similarly. In 
this case, however, the vacuum created by the 
bellows action of the collapsible cup may be used 
in conjunction with the vacuum created by the 
resilient bulb to augment and control the same 
at the will of the user. Moreover, when the col~ 
lapsible cup shown in Figs. 1 to 3 is detachably 

20 

secured to the resilient bulb, the cup may be used ‘ 
similarly to the cup shown in Fig. 4 merely by 
placing the ?nger over opening l5 in nipple l6 so 
that a vacuum may be produced within the cup. 
While this invention has been described in con; 

nection with speci?c embodiments thereof, it is ; 
apparent that numerous modi?cations may be 
made withoutdeparting from the scope of this 
invention. Thus, the particular form of the con 
tacting rim, bottom, intermediate bellows, inter 
mediate ring or rings, etc., of the collapsible cup 
may be changed considerably. Thus they may 
not only be round but may assume other shapes 
or con?gurations that may be desirable or deco 

' rative. In the embodiment of this invention that 
is illustrated in Figs. 1 to 3, the cup portion of 
the device may be detachably secured to the re 
silient bulb. In such case. two or more cups of 
diiferent shapes and which are adapted for ap 
plication to different parts of the body may be 
made up and sold with a single resilient bulb and 
used by successively attaching same to the bulb. 
The intermediate strengthening rings may be 
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omitted altogether or may be increased in num 
ber. Moreover, the collapsible bellows may be 
in the form shown or may be of any other fold 
ing character substantially impervious to air 
whereby vacua may be created or diminished by 
the extension or collapsing of the bellows and 
may be used in other association than the spe 
ci?c association shown. Moreover, a collapsible 
cup embodying this invention may be used in con 
junction with other additional sources of vac 
uum than resilient bulbs, e. g., mechanical or 
liquid pumps and the like. 

I claim:— 
1. A vacuum therapy device comprising a semi 

rigid rubber ?esh-contacting rim, a base, and a 
bellows between said rim and said base, said bel 
lows including alternate substantially continuous 
sections of thin easily-?exible web-like sheet rub 
ber on either side of a semi-rigid strengthening 
ring which ring is many times thicker than said 
sheet rubber, and said cup being bell-like in shape 
and collapsible upon itself so that said rim, said 
base and said strengthening ring become flush 
with one another when said cup is collapsed, the 
sheet rubber webs being foldable in appropriate 
folds between said rim, ring, and base. 

2. In a vacuum therapy device, a collapsible 
cup comprising a ?esh-contacting rim having a 
substantially flat bottom surface, an intermediate 
ring having a substantially ?at bottom surface, 
the external diameter of said intermediate ring 

3 
being smaller than the internal: diameter of said 
?esh-contacting rim, a substantially non-resil 
ient ?exible web-like sheet between the upper 
part of said ?esh-contacting rim and the lower 
part of said intermediate ring, a base having a 
flat inner surface and of lesser external diameter 7 
than the internal diameter of said intermediate 
ring, and a substantially non-resilient flexible 
web-like sheet between said base and said inter 
mediate ring, said rim, said ring and said base 
being adapted to be telescoped upon each other 
and said webs being adapted to assume appropri 
ate folds therebetween when said cup is collapsed. 

3. A vacuum therapy device comprising in com 
bination in the form of a cup a ?esh-contact 
ing rim at the rim of the cup, a base, and a‘bel 
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lows portion including a ?esh-contacting ring, 
intermediate said rim and said base, said ring 
being smaller than said rim and adapted to tele 
scope therewithin so that both said rim and said 
ring may lie against a common surface when said 
cup is collapsed and so that in extending said 
cup from collapsed condition by pulling said base 
away from said surface a vacuum will be applied 
?rst primarily within and at said ring and then 
within and at said rim and said bellows includ 
ing easily ?exible sheet rubber thinner than said 
ring and said rim and foldable in appropriate 
folds between adjacent thicker portions of said 
cup upon collapsing said cup. ' 

CARL G. MILLER. 
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